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Location and Experiences
The residence is an older frame house located in a rural area west of the Ouachita River in 
Sterlington, La. The residence is occupied by a father and his young daughter.  Both report 
experiences including seeing figures, hearing footsteps, pounding on the bathroom door and 
slamming of that door.  Also, the cabinet doors have been seen to open and contents thrown out. 

INVESTIGATION
Date of Investigation:  December 3, 2022

Participants:  Bess Maxwell, Connie Williamson,

                          Kirk Cormier

Equipment:  Digital Recorders, Spirit Box, Full Spectrum         

                        GoPro Cameras, Boo Bear EMF Detector

Personal Experiences:  There were no reported personal                                

                                            experiences

Investigation:  The investigation began around 8:30 pm after the 
residents left the home.  Cameras were set up in the kitchen and the 
daughter’s bedroom.  An EMF sweep of the house showed no 
problematic high levels of EMF’s.  Spirit box sessions were done in the 
daughter’s bedroom and in the bathroom/laundry room area.  EVP 
sessions were done in the bathroom, living room, and daughter’s 
bedroom.  The client returned to the home at approximately 9:30 pm and 
the investigation was ended.  The entire house was cleansed using Palo 
Santo wood smoke and holy water before leaving.



Model P-SB7 Spirit Box:

Sounds like “Bess”

Sounds like “F*ck Vernon”

Sounds like “Poltergeist”

EVP’s:  No EVP’s were detected on digital recorders or cameras

Boo Bear EMF Detector:  The proximity detection lights activated 
several times

Full Spectrum Video:  Nothing captured on video or on camera audio.

Conclusions

There was not much information gathered during this short investigation 
to confirm or dispute the claims of paranormal activity.  There were 
some captures on the Spirit Box but no EVP’s were recorded or personal 
experiences reported.  It is possible that classic poltergeist activity may 
be being created by the high levels of emotions displayed by both 



residents. The amount of evidence gathered is just too insufficient to 
definitively draw any conclusions.


